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ON THE INTERSECTION OF STACKS AND QUEUES 
Franz J. BRANDENBURG 
Fakultiit fiir Mathematik und Informatik der Universitiit Passau, 8390 Passau, Fed. Rep. Germany 
Abstract. What do a pushdown stack and a queue have in common? What is their intersection? 
Is it a counter? If we add a retrieval restriction, what is the intersection of a one-reversal pushdown 
and a queue, or, by symmetry, of a one-reset tape and a pushdown, or both, a one-reversal 
pushdown and a one-reset queue? Is it a one-reversal counter? These and similar claims are 
conjectured by Autebert et al. (1979), Book et al. (1979), and Rodriguez (1979). 
We approach these problems in terms of families of languages defined by nondeterministic 
real-time machines whose storage tape is a pushdown stack, a queue and a counter respectively. 
We disprove all conjectures from above and show that counters are strictly weaker than the 
intersection of pushdowns and queues. This goes through for the restriction to one-reversal or 
one-reset. In fact, there is a complete lattice of new families of languages between the regular 
languages and the context-free languages, obtained by the intersection of the families of languages 
that are defined by machines with a pushdown, a queue and a counter, and their one-reversal 
restrictions respectively. 
1. Introduction 
The cover of Jean Berstel’s book [3] on “Transductions and Context-Free 
Languages” illustrates the relationship among several subfamilies of the context-free 
languages. A “?” at the intersection of the linear context-free languages, Lin, and 
the one-counter languages, Rocl, points to an open problem. The question at hand 
is whether this intersection is exactly the family of one-reversal one-counter 
languages. In terms of machines this is the question whether one-reversal counters 
are at the intersection of one-reversal pushdowns and counters. So to speak, are 
the restrictions on a pushdown to operate with one reversal or to use a single-letter 
alphabet independent and do they add up to a one-reversal counter? 
Rephrased in terms of least trios our question is whether A(PAL) n Ju( 0,) = A(S) 
holds or not? Autebert et al. [2] conjecture this equality, whereas Berstel 
[3, p. 208,266] indicates the opposite. A related problem appears in [4, p. 2671. Book 
etal.conjecturethat_M(PAL)n&(COPY)=.M(S), and that there are no context-free 
languages in Ju(COPY) -A(S). Clearly, the latter conjecture implies the further, 
which in turn is a special case of a conjecture by Rodriguez [12]. 
We disprove all these conjectures. In fact, we obtain a complete lattice of new 
families of languages over PAL, COPY and D,, with S strictly below. However, 
we do not have an answer on the “?” in Berstel’s book. 
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As a generalization of the above problems we consider the intersection of families 
of languages defined by (restricted versions of nondeterministic) pushdown machines 
and by queue machines respectively. A queue machine is the FIFO-counterpart of 
a one-way nondeterministic pushdown machine. As its worktape it uses a queue 
instead of a pushdown and operates in real time. There are many symmetries between 
the families of languages defined by pushdown and by queue machines, and these 
symmetries carry over to restricted machine models. Their characteristic languages 
are DYCK and FIFO respectively. Evidently, a counter is the single-letter restriction 
of each, a pushdown and a queue. Hence, the family of languages defined by counter 
machines is included in the intersection of the families of languages defined by 
pushdown machines and by queue machines. 
In the folklore it was said that this inclusion might be an equality so that a counter 
would be the intersection of a pushdown and a queue. This assumption is natural 
and intuitive. It holds, e.g., in the context of “pure” abstract data types, where each 
model for a stack and for a queue is a model for a counter. However, it is false in 
the context of nondeterministic machines and their languages. 
There, we disprove these conjectures by counterexamples. These are well-struc- 
tured languages of the form L = L, u L2. Here, L is context-free, L, is a simple 
one-reversal one-counter language, and L2 is more complex and is non-context-free, 
in general. The check of membership in L and in particular in Lz extensively uses 
ambiguity and nondeterminism, but also some very elementary properties such as 
the associativity and the commutativity of integer arithmetic and the transitivity of 
the equal and greater-or-equal relations. 
Our investigations should be seen in a more general framework of formal language 
theory. One of the central goals of that theory is the comparison of families of 
languages. Two families are comparable if one is included in the other. Formal 
language theory is rich of hierarchies, i.e., of comparable families of languages. 
Certainly this richness is due to the fact that we have a simple and powerful tool 
to prove comparability, namely simulation. Incomparability of families of languages 
is much harder. For its proof as such, we often use the tool of diagonalization. In 
the case of sub-context-free families, which is of concern here, we use special 
combinatorial arguments, e.g., pumping properties. These methods are also applied 
to prove the strictness of hierarchies. 
This paper gives some concrete negative results towards a characterization of the 
intersection of families of languages. These results deprive us of natural candidates 
for the intersection of some well-founded families of languages. Hence, we are not 
only left with the problem to characterize this intersecion, in general, but also to 
do a first step towards a solution and find examples from which we may learn and 
get a deeper insight. 
Notice that the problem of the intersection of families of languages has its natural 
analogues in other fields of computer science. For instance, one may substitute 
languages and machines by data types and data structures, that are modelled by 
the languages and the machines. Then the question of the intersection of families 
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of languages means: if there are two independent ways to solve a problem, one by 
using a data structure (type) A, and another by using a data structure (type)A,, 
then what structure in common to A, and A, do you need at all for the solution? 
What does this mean to the problem? 
2. Languages, trios and machines 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from automata and 
formal languages theory. For background, see the books by Berstel[3] and Ginsburg 
[9]. We review only some fundamental notions. 
A trio (called cone in [3]) is a family of languages containing a nonempty language 
and closed under nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersec- 
tion with regular sets. In addition, a full trio is closed under homomorphism. The 
least trio containing a family of languages 2 is denoted by A(Z). A trio T is 
principal if there is a single language L, called a generator, such that T = d(L). 
Let Z’, and Zz be families of languages. We say .Y’, is (strictly) weaker than Zz, 
if .Y’, C_ P’z (_Yr c Y1) and 2, and Z* are incomparable, if JH( L,) P &( L,) and J@( L,) G 
Ju(L,). In the context of principal trios, the notions of weaker, strictly weaker and 
incomparable apply to individual languages. Clearly, for languages L, and L,, L, 
is (strictly) weaker than L, if and only if L, E &(L2) (and L2& d(L,)). L, and Lz 
are incomparable if and only if L, E A( L2) and L,& A( L,). 
Throughout this paper a machine M is a device with a one-way read-only input 
tape, a nondeterministic finite-state control and one auxiliary read-write worktape. 
For an accepting computation M starts with a string on the input tape and with an 
empty worktape. It accepts when the input is completely scanned and the worktape 
is empty. 
For the machines under consideration, the worktape is restricted to a pushdown, 
a counter or a queue. Moreover, we may restrict the operation on the tapes to two 
phases. In this case, a pushdown or a counter make only one reversal and a queue 
degenerates to a single-reset tape, which means that there are two independent 
left-to-right sweeps on the tape, the first is write-only, the second read-only. Finally, 
we suppose that the head on the input tape is advanced at every step so that M 
operates in real time. This is a real restriction only for machines with a queue, which 
can accept all recursively enumerable sets, otherwise. 
As usual, we speak of a pushdown machine if the worktape of M is a pushdown 
tape. Similar notions apply to counters, queues, etc., to the accepted languages and 
to the families of languages so defined. For a general treatment of machines and 
languages see, e.g., [9]. For queue machines we refer to [5,6,15] and for reset 
machines, see [4,11]. 
All families of languages of interest here can be defined in terms of one of the 
above machines. We make this formal in the first proposition and we relate them 
to some well-known languages as trio generators. 
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Notation. Let DYCK denote the (semi-)Dyck set over n 22 pairs of matching 
symbols, and let D, denote the (semi-)Dyck set over one pair, e.g., {( ,)}, generated 
by the congruence ( ) = A. 
C = (D,#)* is the counter language, 
PAL = {ww”~ w E {a, b}*} denotes the set of palindromes, and by symmetry, 
COPY = (ww ) w E {a, b}“} the duplications of strings. 
Let S = {u”b” ( n 2 0}, and let 
FIFo={w~{a,a’, b, b’}*lw=u,v,u2v2... u,J~,u,E{u, b}“, v~E{u’,~‘}*, 
u;u;... u:, = v,vz.. . v, and lu1u2.. . U,[B lvlvz . . . v,[ for 1 s is n}, 
where U’ means the copy of u over the primed alphabet {a’, b’}. 
Some analogies of these languages have been discovered in [7]. 
Proposition 2.1. (1) &(DYCK) is the family of context-free languages, i.e., the family 
of languages accepted by pushdown machines (Alg in [3]). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Ju(D,) is the family of restricted one-counter languages (Rocl in [3]). 
Ju(C) is the family of one-counter languages (Ocl in [3]). 
JM (PAL) is the family of linear context-free languages, i.e., the family of languages 
accepted by one-reversal pushdown machines (Lin in [3]). 
Jtl(COPY) is the family of single-reset languages [ 111). 
A(S) is the family of one-reversal one-counter languages. (SJ in 131). 
JU(FIF0) is the family of languages accepted by queue machines. It is the family 
of simple Post languages in [5] and QRTF in [15]. 
Note that JU(DYCK), JU(FIFO) and ~ti(C) are AFLs and that A(C) is the AFL 
over D, . Furthermore, all these classes except Jtl(FIF0) are closed under erasing 
homomorphism and thus are full AFLs. 
Proposition 2.2. For the families of languages in Proposition 2.1 relations US shown 
in Fig. 1 are known [7]. Here, arrows indicate strict inclusion and no connection 
indicates incomparability. 
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3. Intersections of language families 
If a family of languages 2 is the intersection of two families of languages, it 
inherits certain properties from these components such as closure and iteration 
properties. In particular, if 2, and JZ2 are trios, then so is 2, n 2Z2. Here we prove 
that for the above families also strict inclusions and incomparabilities are transferred 
from the components to their intersections. In particular, intersections do not yield 
the families sometimes suggested in the folklore. 
Our proofs are based on some well-choosen counterexamples. These are languages 
of the form L = L, u Lz, where L, is a one-reversal one-counter language with 
inequalities and L2 needs several comparisons and is non-context-free, in general. 
The union merges them into a context-free, but ambiguous language. 
To establish these languages as counterexamples we use standard techniques from 
formal language theory. The “weaker-than” relations are easily verified in terms of 
machines, which accept the specified languages. In order to show that a language 
is not in a particular class, we exploit its particular iteration properties. 
Lemma 3.1. For every regular set R there is a constant N such that for every w E R 
and every factorization w = uxv with Ix/ > N, there is a factorization x = y&,y, . . . &yk 
such thatkCNorkZIxj/N, .$#xfor lsjsk, ly,y,...ykl<Nanduy,&y,@... 
&!ykv E R for each ij s 0 and 1 S j s k. Each such 5, is called an R-factor of w. 
Intuitively, x is a window of length at least N and within that window there exist 
R-factors whose lengths sum up to the length of the window but N. R-factors can 
be pumped isO times, where i = 0 means erasing the R-factor. They stem from 
repetitions of the states of a nondeterministic finite-state automaton with N states 
accepting R. The number of R-factors may be small and bounded by N, which 
means that we take maximal state loops, or may be large and proportional to the 
length of x, which means that we take short state loops of the finite-state automaton 
accepting R. 
For our proofs of a nonmembership in &(PAL) and &(COPY) the following 
representations are useful. They can be obtained from the characterization of the 
linear context-free languages by linear context-free grammars, and dually, of the 
single-reset languages by equal matrix grammars. For a proof of a slightly weaker 
version, see [3, Proposition 6.51. 
For an alphabet 2 let & = {(a, b) 1 a, b E 2 u {A}} -{(A, A)} be a new alphabet of 
pairs over 2 u(X). Let z-, and rTT2 be homomorphisms from 2; into X* with 
n,(a, b) = a and a-1( a, b) = b. For strings x, y E E*, let (x, y) E 2: denote any string 
in r;‘(x) n rT1( y). Thus, (x, y) is a parallel encoding of xy. It represents xy on 
two tracks, where x and y are padded by some A’s such that max{lxl, (y(} s 1(x, y)( s 
]xl+/yl. Here the second inequality holds since E2 does not contain (A, A). 
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a language over 1 and let & be as above. 
(1) Lisin&(PAL) zfandonlyz’fL=(~y~I(x,y)~R}forsomeregularsetRc~~. 
(2) L is in Ju(COPY) ifand only ifL = {xy 1 (x, y) E R} for some regular set R c Ez. 
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Next we define some languages which will serve as our counterexamples. These 
are bounded languages over the symbols a, b, c, d, e,f: They are built according to 
the pattern of the languages S= = {a ‘b’ 1 i = j}, S, = { a’b’ 1 i <j}, S, = { a’b’ 1 i > j} and 
S, = {a’b’ 1 i f j} (see [3]). 
Definition3.3.(1)B,={a’b’c”d”ePf4~i#n orj#m or(i=pandj=q)}; 
(2) B,,, = {a’bjc”d”ePfq 1 i # n orj#m or (i<p and j>q)}; 
(3) Br,* = {a’bjc”d”ePfq 1 i # n or j# m or (i<p and j<q)}; 
(4) B1,3 = {uibjcmdnePfq 1 i # n orj#m or (i<p and j#q)}; 
(5) B,,4 = {uiticmdnepfq I i # norj#mor(i>pandj>q)}; 
(6) B,,,={aib’c”d”ePfq(i# n or j# m or (i>p and j<q)}; 
(7) B1,6 = {aib’cmd”ePfq 1 i # norj#mor(i>pandj#q)}; 
(8) B,,7 = {aib’c”d”ePfq 1 i # norj#mor(i#pandj>q)}; 
(9) B,,, = {aib’cmd”ePfq I i # n orj#m or (i#p andj<q)}; 
(10) B,,,={aib’c”d”ePfqli# n orj#m or (i#p andjfq)}. 
Theorem 3.4. B,,, E &(PAL) n Ju(COPY). However, B,,, & d(C). 
Proof. B,,, is accepted by a one-reversal pushdown machine M, or by a single-reset 
machine M2 as follows: Ml (respectively M2) has three choices for a guess, namely 
i # n, j f m or (if i = n and j = m then i <p and j > q). These choices are handled 
independently, and M, (MJ accepts after a successful verification of its guess. For 
i # n and j # m, the verification is obvious using the worktape as a one-reversal 
counter. For the third case, M, copies c”‘d” on its tape. Then it reverses and checks 
that n <p and m > q, in which case it accepts. Accordingly, M2 copies a’b’ on its 
tape, then it resets and checks that i <p and j > q, in which case it accepts. 
Clearly, if Ml accepts a string of the proper format, then i # n or j # m or n <p 
and m > q. In the latter case, if i = n and j = m, then the accept is correct, and if 
i # n or j # m, the accept is correct, too. Conversely, for every w E B,,, there is an 
accepting computation of M,. Hence, B1,, = L(M,). The correctness of M,, i.e. 
B,,, = L( MJ, is similar. 
For B,,, g .A( C), assume the contrary. Suppose that B,,, = L( M3) for a counter 
machine M3. Let M3 have K states and assume that M3 increases or decreases its 
counter at most by one per step. 
Let w = a’b’c”d “epfq E B,,,, where i = n, j = m, p = i+ 1 and q = j - 1, and 
min{ i, q} > 2 * K3. Consider an accepting computation of M3 on w consisting of a 
sequence of instantaneous description (z, w’, k), where z is a state, w’ is a suffix of 
w, and k E N is the contents of the counter. Consider that computation on the suffix 
epfq and f”. 
We say that M3 has a state loop on e’ if, upon reading some e’, r > 0, M3 re-enters 
some state z and does not empty its counter intermediately; formally, (z, e’, k) + 
(z, X, k’). M3 has a loop on e’ it it has a state loop on e’ and k = k’. Similarly, we 
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speak of a state loop and a loop on f’. Clearly, if M3 has a loop on e’ or onf”, by 
repeating e’ or cuttingf’ it accepts strings not in B,,,. Thus M3 is supposed to have 
no loops on e’ and f”. 
Suppose that in an accepting computation MS enters (z,f’, k) after reading the 
last e. If k> K2, then the counter is positive while reading the last ek and the next 
fk. Hence, M3 has a state loop on er, r> 0 and re-enters some state zi at least K 
times. Similarly, it re-enters some state z2 at least K times in loops on f, s > 0. 
Suppose that these state loops do not cause a loop; otherwise we are done by cutting 
or repeating that loop. 
Since M3 accepts by empty counter, it has a state loop on f where it decreases 
its counter, say by U. If MJ increases its counter by u in a state loop on er, then M3 
also accepts aib’c”d”ePt”“fYt““. Otherwise, if it decreases its counter in each state 
loop on e’, then there are state loops on e’ and on f” with the same decrease of 
the counter, and cutting that state loop on e’ and adding that state loop onf‘ results 
in a string that is accepted by M, and is not in B,,,. 
Otherwise, let ks K”. If MI does not increase its counter in any state loop on 
f’, then it has a loop on f” because q > K3. Otherwise, if it increases its counter by 
u in a state loop on f‘, s > 0, then, since it must decrease it counter in a state loop 
on some f’, say by u, M3 also accepts with the suffix fq+U’StU’r, and thus it accepts 
a string not in B,,,. 0 
By the same arguments it can be shown that Theorem 3.4 holds for any of the 
languages B, or B,.;. The languages B,j are pairwise incomparable and in the context 
of full trios with erasing homomorphisms they are weaker than the language B,. 
For a proof, transfer from [3] the proof for the languages SR = {a’b.’ 1 i R j and 
R E {=, <, >, Z}}. Moreover, there are languages with one “ =” for (i, p) or (j, q) 
between some of the B,,j and B,. 
Theorem 3.5. Each of the languages B,, B,,,, 4.2, &, &, B,,,, B,,,, B,,,, &, h,, is 
contained in JU(PAL) n &(COPY) --A(C). The languages B,J arepairwise incompar- 
able and are weaker than B, in the context of full trios. 
Each of the languages B, and BIj, 1 <j ~9 provides a counterexample to the 
conjectures by Book et al. [4, p. 2671 and by Rodriguez [12] on the intersection of 
JU(PAL) and Ju(COPY). A nonbounded language for the same purpose is the 
following language (from [ 161) :
W={u#v#w(u,v,wE{a,b}*,u#vRor v=w}. 
Corollary 3.6. The family of one-reversal one-counter languages is properly included 
in the intersection of the linear context-free languages and the single-reset languages, 
i.e., k(S) c A( PAL) n d(COPY). There are linear context-free languages in 
A (COPY) - Ju (S) and, dually, there are single-reset languages in A( PAL) - JU( S). 
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Theorem 3.7. Let B2 = {a’b’c”d” 1 i # m or j ~rn~n}. Then, B,EJU(PAL)~JU(D,). 
However, BZ& .&(COPY). 
Proof. A nondeterministic machine A4 for B2 guesses i # m. It verifies this guess 
using (its tape as) a one-reversal counter and accepts. 
Alternatively, M guesses that i = m and under this assumption it verifies that 
j s m s n. If M has a one-reversal pushdown it copies a ‘b’ from the input tape onto 
its worktape. Then it reverses and verifies that j G m and is n, in which case it 
accepts. If i = m, then j< m and m s n so that the accept is correct; otherwise, if 
i # m, the acceept is correct, too. 
If M is a restricted one-counter machine, it initially skips some a’s on the input 
tape. Thereafter M adds 1 to its counter for a every a and subtracts 1 for every b. 
It adds 1 for every c and subtracts 1 for every d. M accepts with zero on its counter 
(and blocks if the counter runs into the negative). If M skips p a’s, then i-p 3 j 
and(i-p)-j+m-n=O.Hence,ifi=m,thenm~jandn=i-p+m-j~m-p~ 
m, and M accepts correctly. 
For B2& &(COPY) assume the contrary. From Lemma 3.2 there is a regular set 
R E 2; such that B2 = {xy 1 (x, y) E R}. Now we apply Lemma 3.1 and pump two 
R-factors. This results in pumping at four distinguished positions in B,. Let N be 
the constant for R-factors. For n > N2, consider w, = a”b”c”d*. w, E B, and w, = x,y, 
with (x,, y,,) E R. 
Let (u, v) be any R-factor of (x,, y,,). Consider its form. Clearly, ab, bc and cd 
cannot occur as a substring of u or v. Secondly, (*): u E {a, c}+ or v E {a, c}‘. 
Otherwise, pumping (u, v) two or zero times yields strings with too many b’s or too 
few d’s. Thus, R-factors must contain a’s or c’s. 
Hence, either x, = anbnck and y, = cnek d”withn/N<k<n.(N-l)/Norx,= 
a’x and yn=ybic”d” with x=bk for some k<N,i=n,j=n-k and y=h or x= 
A, y = a"-' and j = n. To see this, first suppose that, for some R-factor (u, v), u 
contains some b. Since d” must be a suffix of y,, and because of (*),x, must end 
with at least n/N c’s. Hence, x, = anbnck with k 2 n/N. By the same arguments, y, 
must have at least n/N c’s to satisfy b”. This gives the first case. Conversely, if there 
is no R-factor (u, U) with u containing b, then x, can end with at most N - 1 b’s; 
otherwise one could pump b’s and d’s in some R-factor, contradicting (*). This 
gives the second case. 
Since n > N2, for each of the four letters z E {a, b, c, d}, an R-factor (u, v) can 
be chosen such that u E {z}+ or v E {z}‘. Let x, = anbnck and y, = cn-kdn; the other 
case is similar and is left to the reader. 
Now (x,, Y,,) = (a, rJ(P, Y~)(Y, YJ(Y~, 6) with a = a”, P = b”, Y, YI, ~2, ~3, Y~E 
{cl”, 6 = d” and lrzl 2 4 N 1~~1 2 n/N. Then there is a factorization 
(x,, Yn) = (u*, v,)(u’, vxu2, v2)(uV, au3, 03) 
such that (u’, v’) and (u”, 0”) are R-factors with u’= up, v’= cq, u”= b’ and v”= c’, 
where p > q and r, s > 0. To see this, choose U”E {b}+. By (*), this induces 2)“~ {c}+. 
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Choose u’ E {a}+ as an R-factor of CY with v’ an R-factor in y, . Since ly,l< n - 2n/ N 
and n > N2, there is a u’ with Iu’I > Iv’/ since, by Lemma 3.1, all but Na’s are covered 
by some R-factor. Now, pumping in R gives 
(u,, v,)(u’, v’)S+‘(U2, v2)(uU, v”)P-q+‘(U3, z+). 
This is antpcb “+rp-rqcn+ystps-qsdn, and is not in B2. Hence, B, is not in 
“U(COPY). cl 
As an immediate consequence, we disprove [2, Conjecture 141. 
Corollary 3.8. The family of one-reversal one-counter languages is properly included 
in the intersection of the linear context-free languages and the restricted one-counter 
languages, i.e., &((S)cJU(PAL)nJtl(D,). 
Interchanging one-reversal pushdowns and single-reset tapes and the languages 
B2 and B, with B, = {a’bjc”d” ) i # n} u {aPtqbPcPdPtq /p, q 2 0) we obtain, by the 
same technique, the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. Let B, = {a’b’c”d” / i # n or (i sj andj = m)}. Then, B, E A(COPY) n 
&(D,). However, B3 g JU(PAL). In fact, B3 is not in the least AFL containing the 
linear context-free languages, Jft( (PAL$)*). 
Corollary 3.10. The family of one-reversal one-counter languages is strictly included 
in the intersection of the single-reset languages and the restricted one-counter languages, 
i.e., A(S) = JU(COPY) n &(D,). 
Next we improve the above theorems and take the intersection of the linear 
context-free languages, the restricted one-counter languages and the single-reset 
languages. The resulting family strictly includes the one-reversal, one-counter 
languages. This result has been obtained independently by Wagner [ 161 with W’ = 
{a ibis “‘bnapbq 1 i # q or j # p or (m = p and n = q)} as a witness. It can be obtained 
as well from our language B,, which is incomparable to W’. 
Theorem3.11. LetB,={aibJc”d”ek~j#norj#kor (izjandi+m=j+n)}. B4~ 
JU(PAL)nA(COPY)n&(D,). However, B4&JU(S). 
Proof. A nondeterministic machine M for B, guesses j # n, or j f k or (i 2 j and 
i + m = j + n). The first two choices are verified by using the worktape as a one- 
reversal one-counter. Consider the third case. 
For B,E &(PAL), if M has a one-reversal pushdown, it pushes a’c”‘, reverses 
and checks that m + i = n + k and i 2 k in which case it accepts. 
For B4~ &(COPY), M writes aicm on its tape, resets and checks that m + i = n + k 
and i 3 n, in which case it accepts. 
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For B, E A( D,), M adds 3 for each a, subtracts 1 for each b, adds 1 for each c 
and subtracts I for each d. It accepts with counter zero. Then i 2 j and i + m = j + n. 
Finally, for B,& .4(S), assume the contrary. Let B, = L( M’) for a one-reversal 
one counter machine M’. Assume that M’ has K states. Let w = aZbZcZdZeZ E B4 
with z > 2K4, and consider an accepting computation of M’ on w. As in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4 we say that M’ has a state loop on a’ if a state repeats upon 
reading some a’, and M’ has a loop on a’ if it has a state loop on a’ with the same 
counter. Note that M’ has a state loop on each a” with r 2 K. Similar notions apply 
to b, c, d and e. 
Firstly, if L( M’) = B4, then M’ does not have a loop on a’ or c’. Secondly, M’ 
reverses its counter after reading all but K symbols from a’b’c’. This is because M’ 
increases its counter on each loop on a’ and c’, otherwise it has a loop on a’ or 
cc, or if it increases and decreases its counter on each state loop on a’ and cs 
respectively, then repeating these state loops appropriately gives a string in L(M’) 
with z = j = n = k, i > z and m > z. Suppose that there are state loops on aa, bP and 
cy where M’ increases its counter by p, q and r with p, r > 0, and state loops on 
d’ and e”, where it decreases its counter by s and t with s, t > 0. Such loops exist 
if M’ reverses on dZ. The case where M’ reverses on eZ is similar. Also, each of 
(Y, p, y, 6, E, p, q, r, s, t is less than or equal to K and each but q is positive. Let 
x = s@ + t@ - q&z and u = p@e. Then M’ also accepts 
w,= a’+““b’+“c’d’+“eZ+U and w,,= aZ~aXbZ--UCZdZ--UeZ--U) 
since at the end the counter is 0 by 
and is nonnegative intermediately, since M’ is one-reversal. Since z > 2K4, all of 
z+cux, z-cwx, z+u and Z-U are positive. Then (YX<U or (YX>U or (LYX=U and 
(YX # 2~) and in either case w’ or w” are not in B4 but are both accepted by M’. 0 
Corollary 3.12. The family of one-reversal one-counter languages is strictly included 
in the intersection of the linear context-free languages, the single-reset languages and 
the restricted one-counter languages, i.e., A(S) c Jtl(PAL) n A(COPY) n A(D)). 
We now raise the level and consider intersections of families of languages with 
the context-free languages and the queue languages involved. Strict inclusions and 
incomparability results follow directly from new counterexamples obtained, e.g., by 
the disjoint union of the languages B, , B2, B, and of the base languages 
PAL, D,, COPY, DYCK and FIFO. For instance, the language B, u B2 is in 
&(PAL)n&(FIFO), but is not in &(COPY) and not in A(C), otherwise B, = 
(B, u B,) n 2: would be in M(C) and B2 = (B, u B2) n 2; would be in &(COPY), 
where E1 n I2 =0, B, c ET, B,c_ Ez. Similarly, B, u B, is in JU(DYCK) n 
&(COPY), but is not in &(PAL) and not in A(C). The disjoint union B,u$B, 
(note that B, u B, is in A(S)) is in A( DI), but it is not in JzX(PAL) and not in 
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&(COPY), and finally, the disjoint union B, u B2 u $B3 is in JU(DYCK) and in 
&(FIFO), and is not in JU(PAL), not in Ju (COPY), and not in Jtl(Di). 
We summarize these results in Fig. 2, which shows all families of languages 
considered here, their strict inclusions and incomparabilities. 
Theorem 3.13. Allfamilies of the base languages PAL, D,, COPY, DYCK and FIFO 
are related by strict inclusions and incomparabilities as shown in Fig. 2. 
Conclusion 
Our results show that the off-hand and intuitive assumption that a counter is the 
intersection of a pushdown and a queue is false in the context of languages defined 
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by the according nondeterministic machinesThis gives raise to many open problems, 
e.g., 
(1) For families of languages 9, and 9* and in particular for the families discussed 
here, characterize 9, n ZZ in different ways, e.g., by a natural machine model. 
(2) For which principal trios 9, and L& is .JE1 n Z2 principal? 
From [14] we know, that, in general, principality of trios is not preserved under 
intersection. 
(3) Characterize the intersection of a pushdown and a queue in a different 
framework. 
Observe that, e.g. for deterministic machines, counters again are strictly weaker than 
the intersection of pushdowns and queues. Here, {a”b”# bman ) m, n 2 0} may serve 
as a counterexample. 
(4) Is there a smallest language that is linear context-free and single-reset and is 
not a one-reversal one-counter language? 
Our examples Bij from Theorem 3.4 are pairwise incomparable and cannot serve 
for that purpose. This problem resembles that of finding a smallest nonregular 
language. 
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